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EDITOR’S NOTE
Aho! By mistake or not, you have picked up 
volume 86 of Manuscripts. Welcome!
 The magazine you hold in your hands 
is the culmination of countless late-night 
digital roundtables, lively discussions, 
and many, many cups of coffee. A literary 
magazine is always a collaborative effort, 
and this volume is no exception. I would 
like to extend special thanks to everyone 
in the English Department, especially Anne 
Minnich-Beck and Nancy Colburn, for their 
endless support. Our steadfast captain 
and faculty advisor, Jason Goldsmith, was 
instrumental in this endeavor and deserves 
our thanks as well. We were fortunate to 
host two excellent authors for our poetry 
and prose contests this year, Matthew Graham 
and Maurice Broaddus (respectively), and 
we are incredibly grateful for their time, 
expertise, and thoughtfulness. Last but not 
least, I would be remiss if I did not thank 
my executive team and the general staff it has 
been my privilege to work with. 
 It is already a cliche, but I will 
say it again: 2020 was a messy, messy 
year. Social distancing restrictions due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic (to say nothing 
of contested elections, natural disasters, 
protests for racial equality, and a host of 
other stressful and collectively traumatic 
events) prevented us from gathering in-person 
and hosting our larger festivals: Literatura 
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and the Literary Magazine Summit. In spite of 
everything, this little magazine pushed on. 
We found ways to build meaningful connections 
within our community through trivia and movie 
nights, writing workshops, and social media. 
Undaunted, our writers and artists continued 
to do what they do best: create.
 In this volume, you will find stories 
that are nostalgic, fantastic, terrifying, 
humorous, and everything in between. It 
should perhaps come as no surprise that 
this year produced a collection which both 
meditates on solitude and simultaneously 
seeks out and celebrates human connection. 
Certain pieces deserve recognition as prose 
and poetry contest finalists, and these works 
are marked with a laurel wreath. Among the 
pages, you will also find our Shortridge 
Spotlight, featuring the poem “October 
Saturdays” by local high school student and 
aspiring writer, Becca Pinero. This spotlight 
is part of our ongoing collaboration and 
partnership with Butler’s Writing in the 
Schools (WITS) program. 
 Alright. Time for me to surrender 
the mic. Without further ado, it is my 
pleasure to introduce Manuscripts volume 
86–- undoubtedly the silver lining of my 





Leapfrog      12  
 Elie Heile
Radiance      13 
 Miriam Berne
So Says the Busboy    14
 Macy Kent
Message in a Muse    17
 Alexis Bloom
Sigh       18
 Carly Duncan
Wish       19
 Elie Heile
Fool’s Gold      21
 David Chadburn
From the Shower Floor   25
 Angelina Butters
Ascension      26
 David Chadburn
Garden of Secrets    27  
 Angelina Butters
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America, the Pinnacle   30
 Micah Horne
Hoax of a Climate Arsonist  32
 Marina Gil
Food Vendor in a Strip Mall  33
 Brian Clow
Prometheus      35
 David Chadburn
Who Says My Hand a     39
Needle Better Fit 
 Emily Schlorf
When We Read in Bed    40
 Erin Morrisey
Life       42
 Katarina Glueck
Nature Loves Courage:    43
A Pack of Haikus
 Ben Brown
October Saturdays     47
 Rebecca Piñero
Andromeda      49
 Elliott Robinson
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In My Head      50
 Madi Foley
Volcanic      62
 Lilly Hinckley
Nightmare Season    63
 Cecilia Januszewski
To Grieve the Living   64
 Kat Sandefer
Rock Concert     70
 David Chadburn
Check All that Apply   71
 Sierra White
American Sonnet for the   73
College Student
 Zoe Hanquier
In the Street     74
 Lilly Hinckley
Subject: Are We Done Yet?  75
 Michelle Reed
The Fellow      76
 Emma Biddle
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Mad Woman      84
 Carly Duncan
We Were Witches Once   85
 Elliott Robinson
Wisp       104
 Elie Heile
My Favorite Smell is Fire  105
 Darby Brown
Kirsten       108
 Carly Duncan
My Mother’s Perfume    109
 Miriam Berne
Spring Cleaning     111
 Grace Calabria
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